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INTRODUCTION

A country that demands moral perfection in its foreign policy
will achieve neither perfection nor security. — Henry Kissinger
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WHY DO I CARE?
I’ve read many books on foreign policy in my life, so it’s hard to rank all of them. Also, how
meaningful or important a book is depends crucially on the context in which it has been read. For
instance, Thomas Ricks’ FIASCO is one of my favorite foreign policy books, but I read it shortly
before the beginning of “the surge” in Iraq, so it was particularly illuminating and useful. If you are
new to foreign policy, then I would say that Dr. Nye’s book is one of the better ones you can read
for an introductory summary of a very important dimension of international relations: morals. Morals
do matter, and Dr. Nye’s scoring system and case history makes the case for that very conclusively
in my view. I would also say that the book is a wonderful introduction for anyone interested in
learning about some of the most important foreign policy decisions that confronted each and every
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administration since FDR. In both of these cases, the usefulness of this book is mostly for the
amateur reader or a first-year foreign relations student. But the book also provides meaningful
insights into profound moral dilemmas that even someone with a proficient background in this
subject would find additive to his/her education and thinking about foreign affairs. For instance, I
never thought to compare the moral dimensions of Truman’s decision to drop two atom bombs on
Japan but refuse to use them on targets in China and Korea (Gen. Douglas MacArthur had officially
requested the use of 34 bombs in total and had considered the possibility of using radioactive
wastes to seal off North Korea in December 1950, though never submitted this to the Joint Chiefs.).
Perhaps the most important thing to consider when thinking about morality in foreign affairs is that
we must not confuse outcomes with decisions. This is something that Howard Marks has spoken
about on Hidden Forces in the past. If the Iraq war had turned out as Bush envisioned, would this
have made it the right decision? A good comparison may be Reagan’s decision to push ahead with
SDR, despite the risk of upsetting a decade of détente and the doctrine of mutually assured
destruction. Many people may look back on that decision now and say, “Reagan did the right thing
and his bold action led to the end of the Cold War,” but what if instead, it led to nuclear annihilation?
These questions become more relevant when risk-loving presidents occupy the Whitehouse. In
relative terms Ronald Reagan was willing to take greater risks than Dwight D. Eisenhower, despite
Eisenhower’s willingness to consider using nuclear weapons for tactical reasons, and not simply
as a deterrent. Likewise, Barack Obama became more risk-averse in his second term than he was
I his first term. Donald Trump has shown that he is willing to take enormous risks and run foreign
policy straight from the saddle, as we’ve seen in his dealings with Kim Jong Un, the targeted
assassination of Qasem Soleimani, the abrupt pullout of US troops from Rojava, etc. His
unpredictability may often work in his favor, but we need to be able to judge the soundness of his
decisions independently of their outcomes.
Trump has come to my mind often while reading Nye’s book. I would agree with Nye’s scoring of
him as “low” when it comes to morality in foreign affairs, but I would also add that he appears to be
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a 2-dimensional thinker. He does not seem to have the capacity or the willingness to change core
assumptions, and this is dangerous when circumstances change at a fundamental level as may be
the case today. He sticks to his guns and is always pressing the action. This has served him well
early on, but adversaries adjust (including domestic, political adversaries) and it’s unclear if he can
continue to deploy such a strategy in order to keep his political enemies at bay without losing
popular support for his policies. In other words, if the public mood is shifting dramatically, even
among some of his swing voters, does Trump have the political dexterity save his presidency? This
is not a moral question, but it is one that comes up for me at this time. There is a risk that in
misunderstanding the current political climate, Donald Trump could imperil the country and himself
by making crucially bad decisions both at home and abroad.

AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM & THE MORAL PRESIDENCY
We vote for presidents to protect our interests, advance our agendas, and keep us safe. Q: But
how should they define and represent those interests? Q: How moral do we want our presidents to
be in foreign policy? Q: And what would that mean? Q: Do we have duties beyond borders? Q:
Can we—Indeed, should we—try to make the world a better place?
Despite America’s high-minded exceptionalism and verbal commitments to upholding the values of
liberal democracy, critics correctly point out that the American order after 1945 was “neither global
nor always very liberal.” So-called American hegemony left out more than half the world (the Soviet
bloc and China) and included a number of illiberal authoritarian states. Defenders argue the liberal
international order, albeit imperfect, made the world a better place because it produced an era of
unprecedented growth in the world economy, which raised hundreds of millions of people out of
poverty and allowed the spread of liberty and democracy. In any event, many analysts believe that
the liberal international order is now over with the rise of China, and the rise of nationalistic populism
in many countries. Future US presidents will have to make moral choices about foreign policy in a
world where the post-1945 Pax Americana and Wilsonian vision have changed. Q: What difference
will those moral choices make, and how should we judge what makes a moral foreign policy?
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HOW TO THINK ABOUT MORALITY IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 3-D MORAL REASONING
American debates about values and foreign policy are part of a broader Western tradition of thinking
about morality and foreign policy. Realists who trace their intellectual ancestry to such classic
thinkers as Thucydides, Hobbes, and Machiavelli argue that in an anarchic world, foreign policy is
largely amoral. Thucydides famously recounts that as the ancient Athenians prepared to slaughter
and enslave the people on the island of Melos, they ignored pleas for mercy with the statement that
“the powerful do what they will, and the weak suffer what they must.” In contrast, European Liberals
in the tradition of the Enlightenment philosopher Immanuel Kant argued that basic values are
universal and should apply in all circumstances, including foreign policy.
Given the different cultural backgrounds and religious beliefs of Americans, moral reasoning about
foreign policy is often hotly contested, and several popular misconceptions add to the confusion.
One such preconception is that the ultra-realist view sees ethics as having nothing to contribute
because there are no real choices in foreign policy and only one’s own country counts—this of
course is a moral choice. Another misconception confuses a president’s moral character with his
moral consequences, and still another makes judgments based on moral rhetoric rather than
results.
As a practical matter, in our daily lives most people make moral judgments along three dimensions:
intentions, means, and consequences. (1) Intentions are more than just goals. They include both
stated values and personal motives (as in “her motives were well-meaning”). Most people publicly
express goals that are noble and worthy, even though their personal motives such as ego and selfinterest may subtly corrupt those goals.
Moreover, good goals must not only satisfy our
values, they also have to pass a feasibility test.
Otherwise, the best of intentions can have
disastrous moral consequences. They often
provide the pavement for the road to hell.
Lyndon Johnson may have had good
intentions when he sent American troops to
Vietnam, but a leader’s good intentions are not
proof of what is sometimes misleadingly called
“moral clarity.” Judgments based on good
intentions alone are simply one-dimensional
ethics. For example, Ari Fleisher, the press
secretary for George W. Bush, praised his
boss for the “moral clarity” of his intentions, but
more than that is needed for a sound moral
evaluation of the 2003 invasion of Iraq.
The second important dimension of moral
judgment is means. (2) We speak of means as
effective if they achieve our goals, but ethical
means also depend upon their quality as well
as their efficacy. How do they treat others?
Does a president consider the soft power of
attraction and the importance of developing
the trust of other countries? When it comes to
means, leaders must decide how to combine
the hard power of inducements and threats,
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and the soft power of values, culture, and policies that attract people to their goals. As General
James Mattis once warned Congress, if you fail to fund the soft power of the State Department,
you will have to buy me more bullets. Using hard power when soft power will do or using soft power
alone when hard power is necessary to protect values, raises serious ethical questions about
means.
(3) As for consequences, effectiveness is crucial and involves achieving the country’s goals, but
ethical consequences must also be good not merely for Americans, but for others as well. “America
first” must be tempered by what Thomas Jefferson called “a proper consideration for the opinions
of mankind.” In practice, effectiveness and ethical means are often closely related. George W. Bush
may have had good intentions about bringing democracy to Iraq, but the occupation failed because
he lacked moral and effective means to do so. A leader who pursues moral but unrealistic goals or
uses ineffective means can produce terrible moral consequences at home and abroad.
Joseph Nye shows us in a series of cases how presidents with good intentions but weak contextual
intelligence and reckless reality testing sometimes produced bad consequences and ethical failure.
Good moral reasoning does not judge presidential choices based on their stated intentions or
outcomes alone, but on all three dimensions of intentions, means, and consequences.

DOUBLE STANDARDS AND DIRTY HANDS
Another consideration is whether we should judge presidents by the same moral standard as
ordinary citizens. Historically, leaders often think not. The Bible tells us that when King David lusted
after Bathsheba, the wife of one of his army commanders, David sent the commander in the way
of certain harm and took Bathsheba. David understood that what he did was wrong but did not think
the moral restrictions applied to him as a king. In the fifteenth century the Borgia Pope Alexander
VI presided over a corrupt Vatican and showered favors on his illegitimate children but argued that
was what other popes had done. Similarly, President Nixon argued that “when the president does
it, that means it is not illegal,” and President Trump has suggested that he could pardon himself,
thus putting himself above the law.
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Americans often say that presidents are not above the law. In roles related to legality or acting as
a teacher or symbol, Americans believe that presidents should be held to the same moral standards
as ordinary people. We tend to draw a distinction between a president’s personal and public
behavior, but that distinction is changing over time. As we shall see, Jack Kennedy indulged in
reckless infidelities in the White House, and in the 1960s, the press chose to ignore them. Three
decades later, Bill Clinton was impeached for such behavior (though he was not removed by the
Senate). In 2016, Evangelicals supported Trump despite evidence of infidelities.
Sometimes, however, double standards for leaders and ordinary citizens are appropriate. Take the
Biblical injunction that “thou shalt not kill.” In choosing a spouse or roommate, that commandment
ranks high on a list of desired moral values. At the same time, polls show most people would not
vote for an absolute pacifist. Presidents are trustees. They have a fiduciary obligation to protect the
people who elected them, and under certain circumstances that may involve ordering troops into
battle to take lives, however much they abhor it. And nuclear deterrence requires credibility that a
president would press the nuclear button. Jimmy Carter noted that “the presidents who have taken
our country to war are looked upon as stronger and more able than the ones who tend toward
peace. But that doesn’t bother me.” He prided himself on not using offensive force during his
presidency and on curbing the proliferation of nuclear weapons, but he never renounced nuclear
deterrence. Sometimes leaders must have “dirty hands,” meaning that they must take actions they
would otherwise regard as immoral in terms of their personal moral code.
The German theorist Max Weber famously distinguished an ethics of conviction that refuses to
tolerate injustice from an ethics of responsibility. In the former case, absolute moral imperatives
must not be violated for the sake of good consequences. An ethic of responsibility, however, must
focus primarily on the results. When Martin Luther rebelled against a corrupt church and
proclaimed, “Here I stand; I can do no other,” he was obeying an ethic of conviction. But while
Weber respected the role of conviction in core beliefs, he warned against too much purity in politics:
“Whoever seeks the salvation of his own soul and the rescue of souls, does not do so by means of
politics.” Politicians have to compromise between heart and head, combine intuition and prudence,
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and balance between an ethic of conviction and an ethic of responsibility. In August 2015, in the
midst of a huge influx of refugees during the Syrian war, German Chancellor Angela Merkel, the
daughter of a Lutheran pastor, took a bravely principled stand on accepting a million refugees, but
did it in a way that created consequences that came back to haunt German and European politics
by accelerating the rise of the radical right. As admirable as her personal decision may have been,
politics and foreign policy are the realm of hard calls, dirty hands, and three-dimensional ethics.
Some Americans live by a fundamentalist ethic based on rules written in the Bible, the Koran, or
some other religious text. However, in the philosophical traditions of the eighteenth-century liberal
Enlightenment that guided the founding fathers and are still the dominant traditions for many
Americans today, ethicists distinguish a rule-based approach associated with thinkers such as
Immanuel Kant from a consequentialist approach associated with utilitarians such as Jeremy
Bentham and John Stuart Mill. To grasp the difference, ask yourself whether you would torture a
terrorist to force him to disclose the location of a ticking time bomb in a crowded city, or kill an
innocent person to save a thousand lives. Would it matter if the number were a million?
People sometimes appeal to a third tradition called “virtue ethics” that can be traced back to
Aristotle and the ancient Greeks (or in a non-Western culture, Confucianism). It pays attention to
the cultivation of virtuous traits of character and emphasizes the morality of the person overall more
than the morality of a particular decision. Moral virtues are our dispositions to do what is morally
commendable. Character is more than personality. It is the sum of virtues that push a lifetime of
decision in certain directions rather than others. People with bad character can sometimes make
good decisions, and good character is no guarantee of good action. When someone makes an
immoral decision, we often say he or she is acting “out of character.” A good leader cultivates
virtues and uses experience to develop judgment. “Ethical behavior should not be the outcome of
careful and laborious calculation and reflection; it should be immediate, spontaneous, governed by
intuition,” that “arises from serious attention to the relevant facts, not in place of them.” The problem
with virtue ethics and intuition, however, is the absence of any larger standards for objective
judgment.
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In terms of our three-dimensional moral categories of intentions, means, and consequences, (1)
virtue ethics places particular emphasis on the first dimension of goals and motives, just as (2)
rules-based approaches stress the second aspect of means, and (3) utilitarians focus on
consequences. As one philosopher sums up these three main Western traditions: “It is not clear
that one must accept only one of these approaches while rejecting the others . . . Even though
moral philosophy may often seem a very different enterprise in the hands of Mill, Kant and
Aristotle—the one neglecting what the other takes to be of chief importance—we have noticed
many common themes and even many shared conclusions among these writers.” Though they are
complementary, and many presidents intuitively combine them in practice, these important strands
of contemporary moral reasoning are often difficult to reconcile in particular cases. As the just war
theorist Michael Walzer explains, the tension between rights theory and utilitarianism can never be
wholly abolished, and “at the risk of philosophical muddle, we must negotiate the middle ground.”
Take Harry Truman’s decision to drop the atomic bomb on Hiroshima in an effort to end World War
II. In a war where millions of lives had already been lost, Truman was told that he could save
hundreds of thousands of American and Japanese lives by avoiding a land invasion of the
Japanese home islands. Moreover, the numbers killed at Hiroshima were fewer than those who
had been killed in the conventional fire-bombing of Tokyo, and atomic weapons were new and
poorly understood. Was Truman’s act
morally justified? Rules-based theorists
would answer that two wrongs do not
make a right, and that the deliberate
destruction of so many innocent civilians
can
never
be
justified.
Some
consequentialists reply that more lives
were saved even though at the cost of
many innocent lives. They add that
Truman later redeemed himself by
refusing to use nuclear weapons when
General Douglas MacArthur and others
urged him to do so in the Korean War.
Even in 1945, after seeing the effects,
Truman did not want a third bomb dropped
because “he didn’t like the idea of killing
all those kids.” With more time and
experience, Truman’s character made him
reluctant to turn to nuclear weapons again.
That taboo or aversion against nuclear
use has lasted for nearly seven decades
and was important to several presidents,
as we shall see. Nuclear weapons raise
crucial moral issues for presidents, and
our history would look very different if the
taboo had not held. When the American
Catholic bishops debated the morality of
nuclear deterrence during the Reagan
administration, they pointed out that ours
is the first generation since Genesis with
the potential to destroy God’s creation and
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argued that it could only be temporarily and conditionally acceptable. The debate over the
intentions, means, and consequences of nuclear deterrence persists to this day.
Looking back to 1945, however, if Truman had refused to drop the bomb because of his personal
moral beliefs, would that have prevented its eventual use in the hands of less scrupulous leaders?
And at what price does a leader’s concern about personal integrity translate into selfishness and a
violation of followers’ trust? What were Truman’s obligations to the Americans who would have
been killed in the invasion of Japan compared to the Japanese citizens who would have been killed
by the bomb, or to the Japanese who would have been killed by an invasion and prolonged fighting
without the use of the bomb?
Why do we even bother to ask such unanswerable questions? In the words of two top officials who
wrestled with these issues when they were responsible for Britain’s nuclear weapons, it is because
“moral accountability is a central part of what it means to be a human being.” There are no easy
answers to such problems, and different sources of moral obligation are frequently in tension with
each other. As the Oxford philosopher Isaiah Berlin aptly summarized our moral dilemma, since
“the ends of men are many, and not all of them are in principle compatible with each other, then
the possibility of conflict—and tragedy—can never wholly be eliminated from human life, either
personal or social.” This is particularly true in the complex domain of foreign policy, where different
domestic constituencies—as well as the interests of other peoples—may conflict. As Henry
Kissinger once observed, the tough decisions are 51-49, and that is why the leadership “qualities
most needed are character and courage.” As we examine the cases in this book, we will be
interested both in what were good foreign policy decisions, and what were the character and skills
to be a good foreign policymaker.
Many societies have ethical systems that stress impartiality and have an analogue to the Golden
Rule: “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.” Your interests and my interests should
be treated the same way. The liberal philosopher John Rawls used the wonderful metaphor of an
imaginary veil of ignorance about our initial relative positions to illustrate justice as fairness. Act as
though you did not know how well off you were. How then would you want people to be treated?
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However, appealing to an intuitive sense of fairness—
treating others as you would want to be treated, not playing
favorites, and being sensible to individual needs—does not
always provide a solution. For example, Nobel Laureate
economist Amartya Sen invites us to imagine a parent with
a flute and three children, each of whom wants it. The first
child says, “I made it”; the second says, “I am the only one
who can play it”; and the third says, “I have no other toys.”
To whom should you give the flute? Even with a thought
experiment about deciding behind an imagined veil of
ignorance, the principle of justice as fairness does not
solve all cases. This is where the ethical importance of
institutions comes in. In such instances, the parent (or
leader) may find it more appropriate to turn to a procedural
or institutional solution in which the children learn to bargain with each other or agree on a lottery
or upon a neutral figure to judge how time with the flute will be allocated or shared. The parent can
also teach or coach the children about sharing, which is a different image of moral leadership as
persuasion and education rather than the mere exercise of command. Broadening moral discourse
and teaching followers about process and institutions is often one of the most important moral roles
that presidents (and parents) play. In trying to consider ways in which their country can make the
world a better place, American presidents have not only to declare good values, but also consider
the institutional framework of world politics that makes the achievement of good values more likely.
An example is the open rules-based international order that was created after 1945 and that is
under threat today. Some aspects of the system were unfair, but better than the alternatives.
Institutions do not have to be perfect to play an important role in morality. By creating stable
expectations and norms for behavior, they can enhance the prospects for cooperation, reciprocity,
and moral concerns. For example, the zero-sum game of prisoner’s dilemma imagines that two
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criminals are arrested for a minor crime, but the police suspect them of a major crime. They offer
each prisoner a lighter sentence if he testifies against the other regarding the major crime, but if
both succumb to that temptation, they both wind up with long sentences. Each player has a strong
incentive to reduce his sentence by undercutting his partner rather than cooperate in silence when
the game is played once, but when there is a long series of games, the political scientist Robert
Axelrod found that the best strategy was tit-for-tat reciprocity. As he put it, the optimal strategy
changes when there is “a long shadow of the future.” Institutions help create that long shadow of
the future. Sometimes rigid rules and outdated or unjust institutions become harmful and need to
be challenged, as Martin Luther King did with segregation and as Abraham Lincoln did with slavery.
But even Lincoln delayed the timing of the Emancipation Proclamation out of concern for border
states preserving the institution of the federal union. When leaders consider the consequences of
their decisions, they must consider not only the immediate situation but also the impact on
institutions and the long shadow of the future. If this is the only time we will play together, I may be
tempted to cheat you, but if I know we will be playing together into the indefinite future, I can
discover the importance of reciprocity and fairness. One of the most important moral skills of
presidents is to design and maintain systems and institutions, not simply to make immediate
decisions. But presidents may discover that such a policy involves a long-term vision, which is hard
to sell to a public that wants to see more immediate gains.
What should a president do when his followers focus on the short term or want more immediate
gratification? Can he lie to the public? Truth matters in the development of trust in institutions.
Sometimes cynics say, “All politicians lie.” Indeed, they do, and a little introspection leads us to
admit that all humans lie from time to time. But the amount and type of lying makes a difference.
Too many lies debase the currency of trust. For example, many of Donald Trump’s supporters
justify his lies on the grounds that it is to be expected of politicians, but the amount and type of lying
makes a difference in terms of effects on credibility, trust, and institutions. Not all lies are born
equal. Some are self-serving and others are group serving. A leader may lie to cover her tracks
and avoid embarrassment, or to harm a rival, or for convenience. But in some circumstances,
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leaders may decide to deceive their followers for what they see as their followers’ larger or later
good. As we shall see, John F. Kennedy misled the public about the role of Turkish missiles in the
deal that ended the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, and Franklin Roosevelt lied to the American public
about a German attack on an American destroyer. Winston Churchill once argued that particularly
in wartime, the truth may be “so precious that she should always be attended by a bodyguard of
lies.” The political scientist John Mearsheimer admits there can be negative consequences but
argues that given the low levels of trust in international relations, “international lying, in other words,
is not necessarily misconduct.” On the other hand, the Singaporean diplomat Tommy Koh argues
that preserving trust is crucial and that in his experience over time, “governments and diplomats
with a reputation for veracity tend to enjoy more influence and stature.” Machiavellian deception is
often part of a smart strategy, for example, in bargaining to get a deal or even in bringing a group
to accept new goals. But deception that is purely self-serving is simply selfish manipulation of
others, and over time, others notice and credibility is reduced. Even when motives are not selfserving, presidents should ask about the importance of the goal, the availability of alternative
means to achieve that goal, whether the deception can be contained or is likely to spread through
precedent for example. In other words, he should think like a “rule utilitarian.” Breaking the rule may
be convenient but have long-term immoral consequences. The more leaders use deception upon
their followers, the more they erode trust, weaken institutions, and create damaging precedents.
Roosevelt’s lies in 1941 about a German attack on a US destroyer were intended to awaken the
American people to the threat from Hitler, but it also set a bad precedent. Lyndon Johnson lied to
obtain the Tonkin Bay resolution that contributed to the escalation of the Vietnam War. The danger
is that leaders tell themselves they are lying for the good of their followers when they are merely
lying for political or personal convenience. Even if we excuse a lie like Roosevelt’s on the grounds
that the consequences can sometimes justify the means, we can still make moral judgments about
how leaders distribute the risks and costs of their actions.
Rash assessments of reality that impose high risks on others can be condemned on moral as well
as effectiveness grounds. People who try to climb mountains accept a degree of risk, but a team
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leader still has to make sure that the followers understand the balance between risk and
achievement. It is one thing to pose a grand vision that leads people to the summit; it is another to
lead them too close to the edge of a cliff without their knowledge and consent. How much risk
should presidents take on behalf of their followers and how truthful should they be about it? In some
circumstances, the public benefits from a president taking a large risk rather than a series of
incremental bets and may later accept that keeping them in the dark was justified for their own
sake. For example, after Munich in 1938, FDR bet on eventual war with Hitler, though he was
tactically prudent and misleading in explaining his actions to the American public. After the war,
Truman took a risk in establishing the Truman doctrine, the Marshall Plan, and NATO to contain
Soviet Communism, and he accepted the advice of Senator Arthur Vandenberg that he would have
to exaggerate and “scare the hell out of the public” to gain their acceptance. In contrast, Eisenhower
spoke boldly about nuclear threats in public but was cautious in practice and placed a series of
smaller incremental bets that produced eight years of peace and prosperity during the height of the
Cold War. George W. Bush made a big bet on the forced democratization of Iraq that imposed
large costs on many people. Presidents can also be faulted for being too cautious. For example,
Zbigniew Brzezinski criticized George H. W. Bush for not taking more risks to accommodate Russia
at the end of the Cold War, and Barack Obama was criticized for not taking more risks in 2012 and
2013 to avert the humanitarian disaster of Syria. Clinton was similarly criticized for not acting to
stop the genocide in Rwanda in 1994. Answers to such judgments depend heavily on a careful
analysis of each situation and a weighing of probabilities and expected values of likely outcomes.
In judging the moral consequences of foreign policy decisions, it is tempting to focus on acts of
commission. Causation seems more immediate, visible, and calculable. Yet omissions may have
larger moral consequence for more people. Failure to develop or protect institutions in the 1930s
affected millions of lives. The same may be true today. Sometimes the distinction between acts of
commission and omission has moral significance. Failure to save lives that could be easily saved
is little different morally from causing deaths, but in other situations costly and heroic actions would
be necessary and involve a high risk of failure. Walking by a shallow pond and refusing to rescue
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a drowning child because you do not want to get your shoes wet is very different from plunging into
the surf during a riptide. In the latter cases, we might excuse a president’s omission unless the
United States had been a significant cause of the problem. General Colin Powell called this the
“Pottery Barn principle”—if you broke it, you have an obligation to pay for it. Redressing an act of
commission can add an additional moral dimension to consider. Americans differ among
themselves and over time about how prudent they want their presidents to be. Some want lions;
others want foxes. Lions are big and have big ideas. Foxes are small, agile, and have many ideas.
Machiavelli famously noted that leaders who are foxes cannot defend against wolves, but he also
pointed out that those who act like lions are vulnerable to snares. Sometimes it is better that a
leader be a lion, other times a fox, and that is the source of heated foreign policy debates. Moral
behavior depends upon an accurate assessment of the circumstances— which is sometimes called
“judgment” or “contextual intelligence.” As Machiavelli warned, “those who rely simply on the lion
do not know what they are about . . . He who has known best how to employ the fox has succeeded
best.” FDR was a fox who eventually acted like a lion in response to Hitler; Lyndon Johnson was a
lion who became ensnared in Vietnam.
How then should presidents avoid traps? What does the world look like? Is it so harsh that they
must abandon their morals at the border? Do they have any duties to those who are not fellow
citizens? Cynical political consultants might say “no problem because foreigners don’t vote.” Total
skeptics would add that the notion of a “world community” is a myth, and where there is no
community, there are no moral rights and duties. But three prevailing mental maps of world politics
offer different answers to these questions.

REALISM
Unlike skeptics, realists accept some moral obligations but see them as limited primarily to the
virtue of prudence by the harsh nature of world politics. John Bolton, a lawyer who served at high
levels in the George W. Bush and Trump administrations, has argued for “defending American
interests as vigorously as possible and seeing yourself as an advocate for the US rather than a
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guardian of the world itself.” Hans Morgenthau wrote that “the state has no right to let its moral
disapprobation . . . get in the way of successful political survival . . . Realism, then, considers
prudence . . . to be the supreme virtue in politics.” In the words of John Mearsheimer, “States
operate in a self-help world in which the best way to survive is to be as powerful as possible, even
if that requires pursuing ruthless policies. That is not a pretty story, but there is no better alternative
if survival is a country’s paramount goal.”
The realists draw a harsh mental map of the world. In dire situations of survival, consequences
may indeed justify what appear to be immoral acts. Robert D. Kaplan argues that “the rare
individuals who have recognized the necessity of violating such morality, acted accordingly, and
taken responsibility for their actions are among the most necessary leaders for their countries.” A
frequently cited example is when Winston Churchill attacked the French fleet in 1940 and killed
some 1,300 Frenchmen rather than let the fleet fall into Hitler’s hands. Churchill referred to that
crisis of British survival as a “supreme emergency,” and Walzer argues that in such rare instances
moral rules can be overridden even though “there are no moments in human history that are not
governed by moral rules.” For instance, some ethicists have justified Churchill’s bombing of
German civilian targets in the early days of World War II when Britain’s survival was at stake but
condemned his later support for the fire-bombing of Dresden in February 1945 when victory in
Europe was already assured. In the early days of the war Churchill could claim the necessity of
dirty hands as his justification for overriding the moral rules, but he was wrong to continue to do so
in the later days of the war. In general, such dire straits of supreme emergency are rare, and most
leaders are eclectic in selecting the mental maps with which they navigate the world. Often leaders
have an incentive to exaggerate dangers and threats to justify their actions. For example, Donald
Trump explained his mild reaction to the murder of Jamal Khasoggi with the comment “America
First! The world is a dangerous place!” As one defender put it, “Trump has sent the message that
the United States will now look after its own interests, narrowly defined, not the interests of the socalled global community, even at the expense of long-standing allies. This worldview is
fundamentally realist in nature.” But realists who describe the world in a way that pretends moral
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choices do not exist are merely disguising their choice. Survival comes first, but that is not the end
of the list of values. Most of international politics is not about survival. A smart realist also knows
about different types of power. No president can lead without power, at home or abroad, but power
is more than bombs, bullets, or resources. You can get others to do what you want by coercion
(sticks), payment (carrots), and attraction (soft power), and a full understanding of power
encompasses all three aspects. Because soft power is rarely sufficient by itself and takes longer to
accomplish its effects, leaders find the hard power of coercion or payment more tempting. But when
wielded alone, hard power can involve higher costs than when it is combined with the soft power
of attraction. The Roman Empire rested not only on its legions, but also on the attraction of Roman
culture. The Berlin Wall came down not under an artillery barrage, but from hammers and
bulldozers wielded by people who had lost faith in Communism. A nation’s soft power rests upon
its culture, its values, and its policies when they are seen as legitimate in the eyes of others. It can
be reinforced by the narratives that a president uses in explaining his foreign policy. Kennedy,
Reagan, and Obama, for example, framed their policies in ways that attracted support both at home
and abroad. Nixon and Trump were less successful in attracting those outside the United States.
Trump declared himself a nationalist, but there is a moral difference between a national patriotism
that includes others and a nativism that excludes others.
COSMOPOLITANISM
Common humanity is another important mental map of the world. While it is weak, nonetheless
some degree of international human community exists. As we saw earlier, our intuitions about
common humanity are hard-wired into us by evolution. Most Americans respond to pictures of
starving children, even if not all would allow them to cross borders or take them into their homes
(though some do). Cosmopolitans argue that basic human rights are universal: “They are not
respecters of political boundaries and require a universalist politics to implement them; even if this
means breaching the wall of state sovereignty.” Many Americans hold multiple loyalties to several
communities at the same time in a series of widening concentric circles that extend beyond national
boundaries. One can simultaneously feel part of a town, a state, a region, a profession, a
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transnational ethnic group, and humanity at large. However, the outer circles tend to be weaker
and generate weaker moral duties than cosmopolitans often assume. One can be a strong inclusive
nationalist and a moderate globalist at the same time. All large communities are imagined, but in
today’s world the imagined community of nationality is usually strongest. In the words of the
philosopher Kwame Anthony Appiah, “cosmopolitanism is an expansive act of the moral
imagination. It sees human beings as shaping their lives with nesting memberships: a family, a
neighborhood, a plurality of overlapping identity groups, spiraling out to encompass all humanity. It
asks us to be many things, because we are many things.” I sometimes asked my students to test
their moral intuitions about the existence and limits of cosmopolitanism with the following thought
experiment. Suppose you are a good swimmer reading at the beach and notice a child drowning in
the surf. Would you put down your book and rescue her? Most say yes. Would it matter whether
she called “help!” or cried out in a foreign language? Most say the foreign language would make
no difference. If she were somewhat farther out and you were not a strong swimmer, how much
risk would you take? Answers range from the prudent to the heroic. If there were two children and
you could rescue only one, would it matter whether it was yours? Most say yes.
In other words, your role as parent brings in additional moral rights and duties beyond the common
humanitarian duty of rescue. Borders are arbitrary and sometimes unjust, but nations are
communities that engender additional rights and responsibilities. As Stanley Hoffmann has written,
“States may be no more than a collection of individuals and borders may be mere facts, but a moral
significance is attached to them.” A cosmopolitan who ignores the moral, legal, and institutional
significance of borders fails to do justice to the difficult job of balancing rights in the international
realm as much as the blinkered realist who sees everything as national survival. Liberals who see
a moral meaning in national boundaries, though a humanitarian duty to rescue can co-exist with a
preference for protection of fellow citizens. The devil is in the details of how far and how much.
Foreign policy is doubly difficult because it requires the reconciliation of domestic and foreign
obligations. Leaders who promote a benign foreign policy but cannot develop support for it at home
are failures. At the same time, presidents who focus only on domestic opinion are ducking the hard
moral and political choices, including the moral discourse of their constituents.
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LIBERALISM
As we have seen, international politics is often called anarchic, but anarchy simply means “without
government” and does not necessarily mean the chaos of a frontier district in the Wild West before
the creation of a sheriff or a mayor. Liberals argue that rudimentary practices and institutions such
as balance of power, international law, norms, and international organizations can create enough
order to establish a framework for meaningful moral choices in most cases. Even in the extreme
circumstances of war, law and morality can play a role. The just war doctrine originated in the early
Christian church, as Saint Augustine and others wrestled with the paradox that if the good did not
fight back, they would perish and the evil would inherit the earth. That doctrine of just self-defense
became secularized after the seventeenth century, and today it provides a broad normative
structure that considers all three moral dimensions: good intentions represented by a just cause;
forceful means that are proportional to the situation and which discriminate between military and
civilian targets; and good consequences that emerge from a prudent regard for the probability of
success. Just war doctrine is more than theoretical. It is enshrined both in International
Humanitarian Law (the Geneva Conventions) and the American Uniform Code of Military Justice.
Soldiers who violated the moral principles that are enshrined in the law of armed conflict have been
jailed in many countries, including the United States. Different mental maps of the world portray
anarchy differently, and that affects the way leaders frame their moral choices. Writing in 1651 after
the bloody English civil war in which the king was decapitated, the realist Thomas Hobbes imagined
a state of nature without government as a war of all against all where life was nasty, brutish, and
short. In contrast, writing in a somewhat more peaceful period a few decades later, the liberal John
Locke imagined a state of nature as involving social contracts that permitted the successful pursuit
of life, liberty, and property. Today, liberals say that while there is no world government, there is a
degree of world governance, and anarchy has limits. Liberals stress the role of institutions, both
national and international, in advancing cooperation among sovereign states in today’s world. They
argue that “the variable that matters most for liberals is interdependence. For the first time in history,
global institutions are now necessary to realize basic human interests.” Cosmopolitans are more
skeptical of national sovereignty than liberals and stress the common humanity of individuals.
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However, these simple mental maps are
not exclusive and in practice, presidents
have mixed all three mental maps of world
politics in inconsistent ways in different
contexts when they formulate foreign
policies. As we shall see in the following
cases, most presidents have been “liberal
realists with a touch of cosmopolitanism.”
The rise of human rights law after World
War II, particularly in reaction to the horror
of genocide, has complicated presidential
choices. The American public wants some
response but is divided over how much. For
example, in retrospect, Bill Clinton himself
criticized his failure to respond to the
genocide in Rwanda in 1994. Yet had
Clinton tried to send American troops he would have encountered stiff resistance in parts of his
administration, the Congress, and public opinion. Particularly after the death of American soldiers
in an earlier humanitarian intervention in Somalia in 1993, the public was not ready for another
intervention. Clinton has acknowledged that he could have done more to help the UN and other
nations to save some of the lives that were lost in Rwanda, but good leaders today are often caught
between their cosmopolitan inclinations and their national obligations to the followers who elected
them. Realism is the default position among the mental maps that most presidents use to chart
their course in foreign policy, and given a world of sovereign states, realism is the best place to
start. The problem is that many realists stop where they start rather than realizing that
cosmopolitanism and liberalism often have something important to contribute to an accurate moral
map. When survival is in jeopardy, realism is a necessary basis for a moral foreign policy, though
not sufficient. The question again is one of degree. Since there is never perfect security, the moral
issue is what degree of security must be assured before other values such as welfare, identity, or
rights become part of a president’s foreign policy. Most foreign policy choices involve questions like
arms sales to authoritarian allies or criticizing the human rights behavior of another country. When
some realists treat such trade-offs as similar to Churchill’s decision to attack the French fleet, they
are simply ducking hard moral issues. It is not enough to say that security comes first or that justice
presupposes some degree of order. Presidents have to assess how closely a situation fits a
Hobbesian or Lockean mental map, or more likely where an action lies on a continuum between
security and other important values.

SCORING METHOD
How then should we judge presidential ethics in foreign policy? Presidents have their own values
and convictions, but they are also leaders living in Max Weber’s real world of nonperfectionist
ethics. Arnold Wolfers, a Swiss American realist, argued after World War II that “the interpretation
of what constitutes a vital national interest and how much value should be attached to it is a moral
question. It cannot be answered by reference to alleged amoral necessities inherent in international
politics.” At the same time, leaders cannot always follow simple moral rules. The best one can hope
for in judging the ethics of leaders in foreign policy, Wolfers concluded, is that they made “the best
moral choices that circumstances permit.” This is true, but not completely helpful. It is a necessary
but certainly not sufficient standard. Prudence is a virtue in an anarchic world, but such a broad
rule of prudence can easily be abused. How can we decide whether our presidents did indeed
make the best moral choices under the circumstances? We can start by making sure we judge
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them in terms of our three-dimensional ethics, and we can draw from the wisdom of all three mental
maps of realism, liberalism, and cosmopolitanism in that order. When we look at the goals the
presidents sought, we do not expect them to pursue justice at the international level similar to what
they aspired to in their domestic policies. In the August 1941 Atlantic Charter, which was one of
founding documents of the liberal international order, Roosevelt and Churchill declared their
devotion of freedom from want and from fear (though they disagreed about the British Empire). But
Roosevelt did not try to transfer his domestic New Deal to the international level. After all, even a
renowned liberal philosopher like John Rawls believed that the conditions for his theory of justice
applied only to domestic society. At the same time, Rawls argued that there were duties beyond
borders for a liberal society, and the list should include mutual aid and respect for rights and
institutions that ensure basic human rights, while allowing people in a diverse world to determine
their own affairs as much as possible. Thus, we should ask whether presidents’ goals included a
vision that expresses widely attractive values at home and abroad, but prudently balanced those
values and assessed risks so that there was a reasonable prospect of their success. This means
we judge the president not only on his character and intentions, but also on his contextual
intelligence when it comes to promoting values. Regarding ethical means, we can judge presidents
by the well-established just war criteria of proportional and discriminate use of force that are the
law of our land, as well as Rawls’s liberal concern for minimal degrees of intervention in order to
respect the rights and institutions of others. As for ethical
consequences, we can ask whether a president succeeded
in promoting the country’s long-term national interests,
whether he respected cosmopolitan values by avoiding
extreme insularity and unnecessary damage to foreigners,
and whether he educated his followers by promoting truth and
trust that broadened moral discourse. These criteria are modest
and derived from the insights of realism, liberalism, and
cosmopolitanism. The resulting scorecard is by no means
complete, but it provides us with some basic guidance that goes
beyond a simple generality about prudence.
ASSESMENTS
In terms of the three-dimensional moral judgments previously outlined, the founding presidents of
the post-1945 world order—FDR, Truman, and Eisenhower—all had moral intentions, both in
values and personal motives, and largely moral consequences. Where they sometimes fell short
was on the dimension of their means involving the use of force. In contrast, the Vietnam-era
presidents, particularly Johnson and Nixon, rated poorly on their motives, means, and
consequences. The two post-Vietnam presidents, Ford and Carter, had notably moral foreign
policies on all three dimensions but their tenures were brief, and they illustrate that a moral foreign
policy is not necessarily the same as an effective one. The two presidents who presided over the
end of the Cold War, Reagan and Bush 41, also scored quite well on all three dimensions of
morality. The years of unipolarity and then the diffusion of power in the twenty-first century
produced mixed results with Clinton and Obama above the average and Bush 43 and Trump falling
well below average. Among the fourteen presidents since 1945, in my view the four best at
combining morality and effectiveness in foreign policy were FDR, Truman, Eisenhower, and Bush
41. Reagan, Kennedy, Ford, Carter, Clinton, and Obama make up the middle. The four worst were
Johnson, Nixon, Bush 43, and (tentatively because of incompletion) Trump. Of course, such
judgments can be contested, and my own views have changed over time. Historical revision is
inevitable as new facts are uncovered and as each generation re-examines the past in terms of
new circumstances and its changing priorities.
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SCORECARD
American Exceptionalism — Q: How do Americans see themselves and their country when it
comes to foreign affairs? Q: What informs the choices that presidents make and what goes into the
making of these decisions (both operationally, but also, foundationally)?
Why Do Morals Matter? — Q: Why are morals important in foreign policy? Q: Is it important for a
president to understand his own set of moral convictions and values or can he/she discover them
“on the job?” Q: Is it possible for an immoral person to have a moral foreign policy?
Intentions & Motives: Moral Vision — Q: How do we judge the moral vision of a president? Q:
Is it enough for a leader to express a moral vision or do his/her actions need to be in alignment with
that vision as well? Q: When is it ok to deviate from the vision? (e.g. Jimmy Carter’s campaign
slogan was “I will never lie to you,” but could there be instances where Carter would have been
morally justified to break that promise if he felt he was operating in his people’s benefit?) Q: Can
we justify immoral actions so long as they are in service to the public? Q: What about to the nation?
Lying — Q: How do we judge the morality of lying in foreign policy? Q: Are there times when it is
ok to lie? Q: If so, when is it ok to lie?
Intentions & Motives: Prudence — Q: How Calculations of power without a moral
important is prudence in assessing presidential dimension will turn every disagreement into a
morality? Q: How do we measure prudence? Q: test of strength . . . Moral prescriptions without
How important is contextual intelligence (i.e. the concern for equilibrium, on the other hand,
ability to apply knowledge to real world scenarios tend toward either crusades or an impotent
& situations; proficiency at adapting knowledge policy tempting challenges; either extreme
& skills to different situations and environments.) risks endangering the coherence of the
when it comes to prudent decision making? Q: international order itself. — Henry Kissinger
Who were some of the most prudent presidents?
Means: Use of Force — Q: How important are a president’s decisions concerning the use of force
and how do we judge the morality of those decisions? Q: How can we judge if a leader has used
force with attention to necessity, discrimination in treatment of civilians, and proportionality of
benefits and damages? Q: Does the power of the presidency make moral clarity all that much more
important? Q: What did Kissinger mean when he said that “calculations of power without a moral
dimension will turn every disagreement into a test of strength?”
Means: Liberal Concerns — Q: Why are liberal concerns for institutions and the human rights
important? Q: How important is respect for and use of institutions and how do we measure this?
Q: Do the rights of people outside the nation matter, and if so, how do we measure these?
Consequences: Fiduciary — Q: How do we judge if a president has been a good fiduciary? Q:
How much time must pass in order to make such a determination? Q: How important is the quality
of one’s predecessor in judging this?
Consequences: Cosmopolitan — Q: How important are the interests of other peoples and how
is this any different than considering their rights? Q: How do we determine whether unnecessary
harm to other people was minimized?
Consequences: Educational — Q: How do we judge the educational capacity of a leader? Q:
How important are truth and credibility in measuring this? Q: What presidents excelled at this?
Means vs. Ends — Q: How do we balance the justness of a cause with the means used to achieve
it?
Decision-making Process — Q: How important is the decision-making process and how a leader
chooses to build his team (and the qualities he looks for)?
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CASE STUDIES
Nuclear Taboo — Q: How important was Truman’s decision not to use nuclear weapons in
establishing a taboo around their use? Q: Likewise, how important was it that Truman displayed
the raw, destructive power of nuclear missiles in Japan in terms of inhibiting their future usage?
(i.e. the world saw how destructive these weapons are and so, were less inclined to use them)
Cuban Missile Crisis — Q: How can we judge JFK on his handling of the Cuban missile crisis?
Q: Was he justified in taking the risks he took? Q: Did he concede too much? Q: How can we
explain the handling of this crisis in terms of the “long shadow of history” and tit-for-tat game theory?
Watergate Crisis — Q: What can we learn from Nixon’s handling of the Watergate crisis that sheds
light on how his character led to his own destruction?
Iran Hostage Crisis — Q: What can we learn from Carter’s handling of the hostage crisis in Iran
and the loss of an important ally and bulwark in the Persian Gulf? Q: Has Carter been unfairly
judged by history? Q: Who of the last 13 presidents could have done a better job in such
circumstances?
Reagan-Gorbachev — Q: How important was Ronald Reagan’s emotional intelligence, flexibility,
personability, and charm in making his relationship with Gorbachev as materially fruitful as it turned
out to be? Q: Could Nixon have made such inroads with Gorbachev? Q: How much of this was
Gorbachev, Reagan, or circumstances beyond either one of their mutual controls?
H.W. Bush & the Fall of the USSR — Q: How might we judge George H.W. Bush for his handling
of the fall of the Soviet Union? Q: Could he have done more? Q: Might someone else have done
less? Q: What unique qualities made him a good man for this job? Q: What can we say/infer from
his handling of the Iraqi invasion into Kuwait and the subsequent Persian Gulf War?
*** This transitional period was arguably the most consequential period to be president
Peace Dividend vs. Unipolar Moment — Q: Could Clinton have achieved much more, both at
home and abroad during the eight years when he was president of the most dynamic US economy
since the 1920’s and the most powerful nation in the history of the world?
Bush & Iraq — Q: How can we explain such a disastrous mistake as the decision to invade Iraq?
Q: How would a Bill Clinton or a Barack Obama have fared? Q: How much of Bush’s decision was
the result of his personality or personal life experience and how much was driven by independent,
geopolitical considerations?
“Don’t Do Stupid Shit” — Q: How can we judge Obama’s tenure when so much of what he did
was to manage the fallout of a disastrous war and a wrecked economy?
Implications for US Foreign Policy — There is a danger that of America’s enemies, seeing her
as weak and distracted, will move in to take advantage. According to Richard Haas, some already
have. “China has moved or spoken aggressively on Hong Kong, its contested border with India,
and Taiwan. Russia has brazenly interfered with the operation of U.S. planes and ships. North
Korea is continuing to expand its arsenal of nuclear weapons and missiles, and Iran is slowly but
steadily breaking through the limits established by the 2015 nuclear agreement. . . . Where wouldbe foes are tempted to advance, allies will feel anxious, with some choosing to defer to a powerful
neighbor and others choosing to take matters into their own hands by accumulating or using military
force. U.S. interests and stability will suffer either way.” Q: How vulnerable is the US at the present
moment and are journalists, commentators, and the public underappreciating the threat?
China-Hong Kong — It was just reported yesterday that Japan has decided not join the United
States, Britain and others in issuing a statement scolding China for imposing a new security law
that would broaden Beijing’s power to “suppress subversion, secession, terrorism and seemingly
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any acts that might threaten national security in the semiautonomous city.” Q: Is this a good
example of the failure to use soft-power effectively by the Trump administration? Q: Is the fate of
Hong Kong all but sealed at this point?
2-Dimentional Thinker — Trump has come to my mind often while reading your book. I would
agree with your scoring of him as “low” when it comes to morality in foreign affairs, but I would also
add that he appears to be a 2-dimensional thinker. He does not seem to have the capacity or the
willingness to change core assumptions, and this is dangerous when circumstances change at a
fundamental level as may be the case today. He sticks to his guns and is always pressing the
action. This has served him well early on, but adversaries adjust (including domestic, political
adversaries) and it’s unclear if he can continue to deploy such a strategy in order to keep his political
enemies at bay without losing popular support for his policies. Q: In other words, if the public mood
is shifting dramatically, even among some of his swing voters, does Trump have the political
dexterity save his presidency?
Fomenting Discord — Your fellow colleague at the Kennedy School, Stephen Walt recently wrote
in an FP op-ed that Trump’s “only recourse . . . is to sow as much division as he can, even if it does
more permanent damage to the country as a whole. Indeed, Trump has every reason to want the
level of violence to get worse, both to distract us from his other failures and to convince Americans
that they are facing a massive threat to public order and that any and all measures are justified. It
really is mind-boggling: For the first time in U.S. history, an American president may genuinely
believe that openly encouraging violence and disorder at home could benefit him politically. Not
even Richard Nixon went quite that far. Q: What do you think of Walt’s assessment?
Domestic Unrest & Military Coup — One of my concerns in observing the Trump Whitehouse’s
response to the protests and riots across all fifty states is that he will do something stupid like order
the US army into cities in order to quell the unrest. Q: Many seem concerned that Trump will try
and take over the country, but what about the risk of him inviting a military coup against him in such
a scenario?
Kissingerian Era — In a recent FP magazine article (review of Barry Gewen’s new book “The
Inevitability of Tragedy: Henry Kissinger and His World), deputy news editor Michael Hirsh argues
that “Washington needs a reversion to tried and tested realpolitik that will be deft enough to turn
great-power rivalry into a stable and peaceable modus vivendi. Kissinger’s ideas have more
resonance now because we are clearly in a place similar to the American weakness in the ’70s,
when foreign-policy elites weren’t thinking of triumph but just survival.” Q: What are your thoughts
on this comparison between the 1970’s and where we find ourselves in today?

QUOTES
“To strike a balance between the two aspects of world order—power and legitimacy—is the
essence of statesmanship. Calculations of power without a moral dimension will turn every
disagreement into a test of strength . . . Moral prescriptions without concern for equilibrium, on the
other hand, tend toward either crusades or an impotent policy tempting challenges; either extreme
risks endangering the coherence of the international order itself.” — Henry Kissinger
“Suppose it would be possible to destroy Russia. I want you to carry this question home with you:
gain such a victory, and what do you do with it? Here would be a great area from the Elbe to
Vladivostok . . . torn up and destroyed, without government, without its communications, just an
area of starvation and disaster. I ask you what would the civilized world do about it? I repeat that
there is no victory except through our imaginations.” — Dwight D. Eisenhower (speaking to Admiral
Radford, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff about the use of nuclear weapons in 1954)
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